The allocation of behavior among competing activities and goal objects depends on the payoffs they provide. Payoff is evaluated among multiple dimensions including intensity, rate, delay, and kind. Recent findings suggest that by triggering a stream of action potentials in myelinated, medial forebrain bundle axons, rewarding electrical brain stimulation delivers a meaningful intensity signal to the process that computes payoff.
Introduction
In his nihilistic novel, "The End of the Road," John Barth introduces a protagonist who falls prisoner to his own indecision. To Jacob Horner, the predicted consequences of all actions have become equivalent. Thus, he sits, immobile, on a railroad station bench. Frozen there throughout an entire night, Horner is eventually rescued by an unorthodox therapist who shakes him free of his paralysis and provides him with three rules designed to prevent a recurrence.
"Sinistrality" selects the leftmost of a set of items, "antecedence" selects the item first encountered, and "alphabetic priority" selects the item whose name appears first in an alphabetically sorted list. By applying these rules sequentially, Horner will be able to choose a course of action in a wide set of circumstances. Given his professed indifference to consequence, it need not matter to him where the application of these arbitrary choice rules leads.
Barth's deft portrait of anomie stands in sharp contrast to the Darwinian absolutism of the natural world, where selection has imposed an ultimate goal: making grandchildren. Unlike Jacob pitted against the electrical reward in a forced-choice paradigm. When the electrical stimulation was weak, the rats chose the sucrose; increasing the stimulation frequency reversed the preference. Most importantly, the presence of the sucrose led the rats to forgo stimulation trains for which they had worked vigorously in the absence of the sucrose [3] . Thus, the rats behaved as if they had simply selected the larger of two rewards. Similar results were obtained in sodiumdepleted subjects when a saline solution was substituted for the sucrose [4] .
To select the larger of two signals in a forced-choice situation, both inputs must be "boiled down" to single quantities arrayed on a common dimension. Thus, the behavior of the rats in the competition test implies that the natural and artificial rewards were subjected to a common evaluation on a unidimensional scale. This conclusion is strengthened by the results of a related set of experiments in which a train of BSR was pitted against a compound reward consisting of an intraoral infusion of a sucrose or saline solution plus an equally preferred train of BSR. In rats that had undergone mild food deprivation or sodium depletion, the gustatory and electrical rewards summated: the compound reward was chosen in preference to its electrical component alone [3, 4] . Summation is possible only if the inputs share a common property that is registered by the system of measurement, and a behavioral paradigm measuring a forced-choice between two rewards can be construed as registering relative utility. Thus, summation is further evidence that the natural and artificial rewards are assessed using a common scale of utility.
Further experiments revealed an important difference between the electrical and gustatory rewards. Sodium depletion increased the utility of a saline reward but left the utility of the electrical reward unchanged [4] . When the gastric cannula was closed, and a concentrated sucrose solution ingested by the rat was allowed to accumulate in the gut, the utility of this solution was Neural basis of utility estimation Peter Shizgal Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 1997, 7(2), 198-208 -5 -degraded and, in some cases, reversed so that following substantial intake of sucrose, the BSR alone was preferred to the combination of sucrose and the same BSR train. In contrast, the accumulation of prodigious quantities of concentrated sucrose in the gut failed to increase the threshold for BSR in one subject and produced only modest increases in others [5] .
The results obtained following sodium depletion or accumulation of sucrose in the gut suggest that the effects of the BSR and the gustatory reward are combined downstream from the point where physiological feedback signals modulate gustatory value. Analogous results were obtained in a study of hormonal modulation. A regimen of ovarian hormone administration that altered body weight and sucrose preference failed to alter the BSR threshold at a lateral hypothalamic site [6*]. Although another group of investigators has reported a statistically significant effect of ovarian hormones on the reward effectiveness of lateral hypothalamic stimuluation [7*], the size of this effect is very small. Indeed, the shifts in the representative reward-summation functions shown fall well within the range of variation used as the criterion for within-session stability. Larger shifts have been produced by performance manipulations such as adding weight to the lever [8] .
The notion that BSR and gustatory reward are combined downstream from the point where physiological feedback signals modulate gustatory value [4] is not easily reconciled with demonstrations that severe food restriction lowers the threshold for BSR [9*, 10, 11]. Additional work will be required to address the issue. It remains to be determined whether the effect of severe food restriction on BSR is due to a specific modulation of the neural circuitry that determines the intensity of gustatory reinforcement or to some more general potentiation of Neural basis of utility estimation Peter Shizgal Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 1997, 7(2), 198-208 -6 -appetitive behavior. The possibility that the potentiating effect of food restriction depends on electrode placement also merits investigation.
Intensity of reinforcement
One of the most puzzling aspects of BSR is why the rat treats the effect of such artificial stimulation as if it were a meaningful signal. In typical BSR experiments, macroelectrodes are used to deliver pulses at currents and durations likely to excite neurons at an appreciable distance from the electrode tip [12] , and a rigidly periodic cadence of activity is imposed on the stimulated cells. As Shizgal and Conover have argued [13**], such stimulation is unlikely to simulate a naturalistic signal in a system, such as the auditory nerve, that employs a spatiotemporal code to represent multiple stimulus dimensions. Even more problematic for the notion that the directlystimulated stage of the system encodes multidimensional information is the finding that the utility of BSR can be held constant as the current and frequency of the stimulation are varied in a compensatory fashion [14, 15] . A high-current, low-frequency train can be adjusted so that it is preferred equally to a low-current, high-frequency train. The simplest explanation of this very robust trade-off is that the directly stimulated stage of the system employs an aggregate rate code to represent a single dimension of utility. According to this view, it is the total impulse flow in the stimulated population within a given time window that determines the utility of the BSR. If so, to what dimension of utility does the stimulation-evoked activity correspond?
To a hungry animal, a 1.0 molar solution of sucrose has higher utility than a 0.1 molar solution: the animal will work harder for the higher concentration and will select it in preference to the lower concentration. Let us call the dimension along which the utilities of these two solutions differ the "intensity of reinforcement." In addition to its dependence on stimulus Neural basis of utility estimation Peter Shizgal Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 1997, 7(2), 198-208 -7 -strength, the intensity of reinforcement depends on physiological state. Although the 1.0 molar sucrose solution has a higher utility than a 0.1 molar solution to a hungry animal, a sated animal is likely to treat the two solutions with indifference, and an overfed animal will resist attempts to induce it to ingest either solution. Thus, the intensity of reinforcement is derived from a weighting of sensory input by signals reflecting physiological state.
The utility of the gustatory stimuli in the experiments of Conover et al. depended on physiological state, and, although this was not tested explicitly, utility would surely have depended as well on concentration. One way to account for the summation between the gustatory and electrical rewards is to propose that at some level of neural processing, both rewards elicit signals representing the intensity of reinforcement, signals that are mapped ultimately into utilities.
Rate of reinforcement
Perhaps due to the influence of hedonic theories, most research on the neurobiology of reward has focused on the intensity of reinforcement rather than on other dimensions that contribute to utility. Nonetheless, the rate of reinforcement is no less crucial a determinant of utility than stimulation strength. The utility of rewarding brain stimulation appears to depend on reinforcement rate in the same manner as the utility of natural reinforcers such as food [16, 17] . Using matching-based methods, Gallistel and his co-workers have shown that as the stimulation frequency is increased above threshold, the intensity of BSR grows rapidly at first and then decelerates, eventually approaching asymptote [15, 23, 24, 25] . At high stimulation currents, reinforcement intensity levels off at relatively low frequencies, well below the frequency-following capacity of the directly-stimulated fibers [15] . This suggests that the process responsible for spatiotemporal integration of the stimulation-evoked activity saturates when the aggregate rate of firing in the directly activated cells exceeds some critical level. These results have important implications for the interpretation of BSR data, particularly in applications where it is critical how the change in reinforcing intensity is scaled, such as measurement of the effects of drugs, lesions, and physiological manipulations. A note of caution: investigators who seek to replicate or extend these significant findings should take pains to determine whether the allocation of behavior by their subjects is as sensitive to changes in the intensity or rate of reinforcement as the strict form of the matching law predicts (i.e., do the subjects match, "undermatch," or "overmatch [26] ?"). [14] , the new data support the "counter model," the notion that reinforcement intensity is determined by the total impulse flow induced by the stimulation during a fixed time window [15] .
In another matching experiment, Mark and Gallistel [25] confirmed a striking feature of temporal integration in the BSR substrate [27] . With stimulation frequency held constant, intensity of reinforcement grows only during a period of 1-2 seconds and shows little or no further increase with prolonged stimulation. Such "duration neglect" has also been found in the case of a variety of aversive stimuli in humans, and may be a general feature of encoding mechanisms that store a compressed record of ongoing experience in memory [28] .
In another line of recent work, Gallistel's group have shifted their focus to the coding of the rate of reinforcement rather than simply using the effect of rate to scale the growth of intensity. The issue they have addressed is the kinetics of the process by which the rat adjusts its subjective estimate of rate to conform to changes in the objective rate [29] . A rat working on a variable-interval schedule whose mean value sometimes changes is faced with a difficult statistical problem. When the rat encounters a long inter-reinforcement interval or a series thereof, how does it determine whether it has merely encountered a sample drawn from the tail of a stationary distribution of intervals or whether the mean of the distribution has changed? On the basis of the results of an initial experiment, Gallistel and Mark have argued that the rat may continuously adjust its estimate of the mean on an interval-by-interval basis [23, 29] . The generality of this finding remains to be determined, but the issue raised by the experiment is of clear significance.
Working out the processes by which an animal judges stationarity and adjusts its predictions of inter-reinforcement intervals would seem to be essential to understanding the temporal dynamics of goal-directed behavior in a changeable world.
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Delay of reinforcement
The utility of a natural reinforcer has been shown to decrease hyperbolically as a function of the delay between the reinforced response and the delivery of the reinforcer [30] . The delaydiscount function for BSR appears to have the same hyperbolic form as the function for natural reinforcers [31] . Thus, however impoverished the stimulation-induced signal, it would seem to be sufficient to provide a normal input to the mechanism that measures response-reinforcement intervals. There is a substantial and interesting literature on the neurobiological basis of the stopwatch-like interval timer that appears to carry out such assessments and which may also serve to measure inter-reinforcement intervals [32*, 33, 34]. To build a satisfactory neurobiological theory of utility computation, it will be necessary to understand how the interval timer interacts with the circuitry that computes the intensity of reinforcement.
Kind of reinforcement
If, contrary to the proposal of Shizgal and Conover, the electrical stimulation in a BSR experiment does recreate the sensory experience of a goal object, then one would expect that the rewarding stimulation would not substitute equally well for reinforcers of different kinds. For example, water is a poor substitute for food in operant experiments [35, 36] . If BSR mimicked the sensory properties of a particular food, it should substitute poorly for water but should substitute well for the food whose properties it mimics. Substitution effects are measured by offering the subject two reinforcers, each on a different ratio schedule of reinforcement. The "budget" is fixed by the experimenter so that the subject has a constant number of responses to "spend" but is free to allocate this budget among the two reinforcers in any way it wishes. The "prices" of the reinforcers are varied by altering the Neural basis of utility estimation Peter Shizgal Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 1997, 7(2), 198-208 -11 -ratio requirements. Thus, water may "cost" ten presses per drop and food twenty presses per pellet. The degree to which the reinforcers are substitutes or complements (the opposite of substitutes) is determined by altering the prices of the reinforcers while adjusting the budget so that if the subject so chooses, it can continue to "purchase" the same amounts of both reinforcers [35] . If the two reinforcers are perfect substitutes, then the subject's new purchases will reflect the change in relative prices; increasing the relative price of reinforcer a will shift consumption toward reinforcer b. However, if the two reinforcers are perfect complements, the subject will continue to purchase the two goods in the same ratio, regardless of relative price. Conventional examples of perfect complements in economics are left and right shoes or bicycle frames and bicycle wheels. Microstimulation of area MT alone is unlikely to evoke the image of a moving dot, because such an image would require simultaneous activity in the additional visual areas that process attributes of the dot (e.g., color and form) other than direction of movement. Newsome speculates that the microstimulation in area MT conveys only an aspect of the experience produced by the apparent motion display: an impression of movement, such as the opponent motion aftereffect one experiences after watching a waterfall for some time and then looking at a stationary scene [38] . where U E represents the sum of the utilities of "everything else:" alternate activities such as grooming, exploring, and resting). In future work, it will be important to determine how other dimensions of utility, such as delay and cost, should be accommodated. Scalar expectancy theory provides one framework for combining the effects of delay and rate [34, 39] .
Computing the utility of brain stimulation reward
The results of matching experiments suggest that a computation analogous to that described in Figure 1 is carried out in the case of a single kind of natural reinforcer. When reinforcers of different kinds are available, the degree to which they act as substitutes or complements must be incorporated into the computation [36] .
Neural implementation
The input to the model in Figure 1 is a stream of observable action potentials propagating away from a known location in the central nervous system: the tip of the stimulating electrode.
This renders the process that computes the utility of BSR highly amenable to analysis at the level of cells and circuits. A logical starting point for such an analysis is the population of neurons (depicted at the left of Figure 1 ) that are directly excited by the electrode and give rise to the signal that ultimately produces the rewarding effect. Given the evidence for summation between BSR and the rewarding effects of natural stimuli [3, 4, 13**], finding these cells, tracing their inputs and outputs, and recording their activity in conscious subjects is likely to shed light on the processes that compute the utility of natural reinforcers. Malette and Miliaressis [61**] have proposed additional morphologies for neurons that contribute to the directly-stimulated substrate for self-stimulation of the MFB. In a meticulously executed experiment, they studied bilateral summation of BSR. The stimulation consisted of trains of pulse pairs, with one member of each pair delivered to the left MFB and the second member delivered to the right MFB. At some pairs of sites, they found that the level of bilateral summation was independent of the temporal offset between the two pulses in each pair. However, at many sites, summation was low at short offsets and high at longer ones. When the stimulation was delivered via electrodes at the same rostro-caudal level, the order in which the two hemispheres were stimulated did not matter. In contrast, when the electrodes were located at different levels of the neuraxis, the increase in summation occurred at shorter offsets when the first pulse in each pair was delivered to the more rostral electrode. Conduction failure is anticipated when an action potential propagating along a high-impedance (thin) branch arrives at a junction with a lower-impedance (thicker) branch; the thin branch may be unable to source enough current to drive the larger load imposed by the thicker branch. In the model proposed by Malette and Miliaressis, the stimulated collaterals are thin, and the common segment is thick. Such a neuron would be unlikely to behave as they have proposed. It would be difficult for antidromic spikes initiated in one of the thin collaterals to invade the thick common segment. However, if invasion did occur, then the thick common segment should easily initiate a spike in the second thin collateral. This is the reverse of the behavior required to account for the data. In order for the principle of impedance mismatch to generate the desired behavior from the model of Malette and Miliaressis, the two stimulated collaterals must be of larger caliber than the common segment from which they branch. This would seem to be an odd way to construct a neuron, because orthodromic action potentials that arose normally in the soma would be unlikely to invade the thick collaterals.
Spatial summation at strong, high-fidelity synapses provides an alternative means of accounting for the inter-hemispheric summation data reported by Malette and Miliaressis. , 1997, 7(2), 198-208 -19 -Yeomans have described. Summation will be lower at very short offsets than at longer ones due to the refractory period of the intial segment of the post-synaptic neurons. When the conduction times from both stimulation sites to the synapses are equal, the increase in summation will be observed at the same offset, regardless of which electrode delivers the first pulse of each pair. In contrast, when the conduction times are different, the offset required to produce the increase in summation will be shorter when the first pulse is delivered by the electrode that drives the post- 
Future prospects
Let us return to Jacob Horner, frozen in a nocturnal trance on a bench in a Baltimore railroad station. The outlook for Horner is bleak. Although he is about to learn a set of rules that Neural basis of utility estimation Peter Shizgal Current Opinion in Neurobiology, 1997, 7(2), 198-208 -22 -can deliver him from paralysis, neither sinistrality, antecedence, nor alphabetic priority is likely to steer Horner reliably towards salubrious activities and away from noxious ones.
The outlook is much better for the rat that scurries past Horner's feet en route to retrieving a half-eaten hot dog discarded by a thoughtless traveler. The rat eschews arbitrary rules, such as sinistrality, in favor of the dexterous application of systematic ones. In lieu of employing antecedence as a decision rule, the rat focuses on the likely consequences of available actions. Its priorities are ranked according to sober assessment of potential payoffs, not according to a whimsical sort. The business-like fashion in which the rat conducts its foraging rounds has much to do with the smooth operation of neural circuitry that evaluates sensory inputs as a function of physiological state, records the temporal and spatial density of resources in the environment, assesses the kinds and costs of these resources, and allocates behavior accordingly. Research on BSR suggests that certain myelinated MFB axons may make a vital contribution to the evaluative process. According to the hypothesis presented here, the activity of these myelinated MFB axons participates in encoding the intensity of reinforcement, one of the fundamental dimensions that enter into the computation of utility. Intensive research will be required to test this hypothesis, to identify the directly stimulated cells responsible for the rewarding effect of MFB stimulation, and to understand the function and structure of the circuitry in which these neurons are embedded. Performance of a task in which lever pressing was rewarded by a frequency-modulated train of lateral hypothalamic stimulation was monitored following excitotoxic lesions of the pedunculopontine region; the stimulation was patterned to mimic the waxing and waning of drug action during absorption and elimination. That bilateral lesions blocked acquisition of the task in naive subjects and attenuated performance for BSR in rats trained prior to the lesion is consistent with Yeomans' hypothesis that cholinergic neurons in this region constitute a critical link in the neural circuitry responsible for the rewarding effect. Nonetheless, it is not clear why unilateral lesions were ineffective whereas unilateral administration of drugs that alter the firing of cholinergic somata in the pedunculopontine region has been shown to alter BSR [66] . The use of response rate as the behavioral measure of reward in the study of Lepore et al. complicates
interpretation of the findings. Response rates can be insensitive to changes in reward and may be altered by manipulations that change performance capacity rather than the intensity of reinforcement.
